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THE P-MODEL AND THE CONSISTENCY AND THE INDEPENDENCE 
OF THE AXIOM OF REGULARITY 

Alexander Abian 

In this self-contained paper, by virtue of the Completeness theo
rem, we let (K,E)be a model for the six axioms of Extensionality, 
Replacement (which is in fact an axiom scheme), Powerset, Sumset, 
Infinity and Choice of Zermelo-Fraenkel set-theory. Then, based on 
(K,E), we construct the corresponding P-model for the six axioms 
and we show that the axiom of Regularity is valid in the P-model. 
Clearly, this proves the consistency of the axiom of Regularity 
with the six axioms. Moreover, we show that if the axiom of Regu
larity is valid in (K,E) then (K,E) coincides with the P-model. 
Furthermore, using (K,E) we construct the model (K' ,E') in which 
the axiom of Regularity is not valid whereas the six axioms men
tioned above, are valid. Clearly, this proves the independence of 

the axiom of Regularity from the six axioms. 

In a way, the P-model mentioned above, can be considered as an in
ner model for set-theory [1]. However, its construction is simpler 
than those which exist in the literature [2,3] .In particular, the 
notion of the rank of a set [4] in the P-model has many desirable 
properties which simplify the proofs of various as·sertions. Our 
proof of the independence of the axiom of Regularity i~ a direct 
generalization of that of Bernays [5] for the case of Ackermann's 
model [6] which (in contrast to the P-model) does not satisfy the 
axiom of Infinity. 

In what follows equality "=" is not borrowed from Logic and is 
taken by its usual set-theoretical definition (i.e., x = y if and 
only if every element of x is an element of y and vice versa). The 
set-theoretical indistinguishability between equal sets is secured 
by the axiom of Extensionality, which states that equal sets are 
elements of the same sets. The Powerset axiom states that every 
set s has a powerset (i.e., a set whose elements are exactly the 
subsets of s). If s has a powerset then it is unique and it is 
denoted by pes). The axiom of Sumset states that every set s has 
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a sumset (i.e., a set whose elements are exactly the elements of 

the elements of s). If s has a sumset then it is unique and, as 
usual, it is denoted by us. The axiom of Replaaement. which is in 
fact an axiom scheme, states that for every set s and every binary 

predicate F(x,y) functional in x on s there exists the set whose 
elements are exactly the mates, under F(x,y), of the elements of s. 

The axiom of Infinity states that there exists a set I such that 
the empty set (whose existence is ensured by the axiom of Re
placement) is an element of I and if x is an element of I then 
x U {x} is also an element of I, where the existence of x u {x} 

is ensured by the axioms of Replacement, Powerset and Sumset. If 
a set c has a unique element in common with every nonempty element 

of a nonempty set s, and if c has no other elements, then c is 
called a choice-set of s. The choice-set of the empty set is de

fined to be the empty set. With this in mind, the axiom of Choiae 

states that every disjointed set none of whose element is the 

empty set, has a choice-set, where a set is called disjointed if 
no two distinct elements of it have an element in common. Finally, 

the axiom of Regularity states that every nonempty set s, has an 
element which has no element in common with s. 

THE P-MODEL CORRESPONDING TO (K,E). As mentioned above, we let 
(K,E) be a model for the six axioms of Extensionality, Replacement, 

Powerset, Sumset, Infinity and Choice. For every ordinal v (natu

rally, of K), let the set Av (naturally, of K) be given by 

(1) 

where P(x) is the powerset (naturally, in K) of x. 

Thus, for instance, 

AO = {if>} , 

where if> is the empty set (naturally, of K). 

From (1) it follows that if x E Av and y E x then y E U Au. 
u<v 

Hence y E Ak for some k < v, which, again by (1 ) implies 

y C U Au· But since k < 
u<k 

v, we have y c U 
u<v 

Au which by (1) 

implies y E Av· Consequently, we have 

(2) implies x C Av 
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DEFINITION 1. By ~he P-modet ooppesponding to (K,E) we mean a oot

teation P of sets x of K suoh that x is a set of the P-modet if 

and onty if 

(3) fop some opdinat v 

and whepe the membepship petation in the P-modet is the E-petation 

of K. Thus, we may denote the P-modet by (P,E). 

LEMMA 1. Let x be a set of (P,E). Then y E x in (P,E) if and onty 

if y E x in (K,E). 

PROOF. Let y E x in (P,E). Then since the membership relation in 
the P-model is the E-relation in K, we see that y E x in (K,E). 
Conversely, let y E x in (K,E). Then since x E ~ fo.r some v, by 
(2) we see that y E Av' Thus, from (3) it follows that y is a set 
of (P,E) and therefore, y E x in (P,E). 

From Lemma 1 we obtain 

COROLLARY 1. Let x be a set of (P,E). Then y = x in (P,E) if and 

onty if Y x in (K,E). 

PROPOSITION 1. The a~iom of E~tensionatity is vatid in (P~E). 

PROOF. Let x = y and x E z in (P,E). Then by Corollary 1 and Lemma 
1 and the fact that the axiom of Extensionality is valid in (K,E) 
we see that y E z in (K,E). But then by Lemma 1 we have y E z in 
(P,E). Thus, the axiom of Extensionality is valid in (P,E). 

DEFINITION 2. Fop evepy set x of P the opdinaZ, numbep r (x) is oat'l

ed the pank of x if and onty if rex) is the smattest opdinat suoh 

that x E J.\r(x)' 

NOTATION 1. In what fottows. M(x) denotes the fopmuta wpitten in 

the tanguage of (K,E) and whioh is ~quivatent to: 

" x E Av fop some opdinat v" 

From (1) it is easily proved that for every ordinal v and w 

(4) v < W if and onty if Av E Aw 

which by (2) implies 

(5) v S w if and onty if Av C Aw 
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But then from (1) and (5) we obtain 

(6) 

PROPOSITION 2 . The axiom of Rep Zaaement is vaUd in (P ,E) • 

PROOF. Let s be a set of (P,E) and let F(x,y) be a binary pre
dicate which is functional in x on s in (P,E). Based on Notation 
1, we let F'(x,y) be the formula obtained from F(x,y) by re
placing each occurrence of (vz)("') in F(x,y) by (vz)(M(z)+"') 
and each occurrence of (3z)("') in F(x,y) by (3z)(M(z) A ••• ) 

for ~very bound variable z of F(x,y). Moreover, let 

Clearly, 

(7) 

F*(x,y) = F' (x,y) A M(x) A M(y) 

F(a,b) is true in (P,E) if and onZy if 

F*(a,b) is true in (K,E) 

By Corollary 1, we see that F*(x,y) is functional in x on s in 
(K,E). Since the axiom of Replacement is valid in (K,E), the set 
t whose elements are precisely the mates of the elements of s un
der F*(x,y), exists in K. To prove that the axiom of Replacement 
is valid in (P ,E), in view of Lemma 1 and (7), it is enough to 
prove that t is a set of (P,E). In view of (7) it is clear that 
the elements y of t are sets of (P,E). Based on Definition 1, we 
let w = lub r(y). But then from (5) it follows that y E Aw for 

yEt 
every yEt which implies that t CAw' But then (6) implies that 

y E Aw+1' Thus, by (3) we see that t is a set of (P,E). Hence the 
axiom of Replacement is valid in (P,E). 

Next we observe that for every ordinal v we have 

(8) x E Av implies P(x) E Av+1 

(9) x E Av impUes (ux) E Av 

(10) v E Av 

PROPOSITION 3. The axiom of Powerset ~s vaZid in (P,E). 

PROOF. Let x be a set of (P,E). Hence by (3) we have x E Av for 

some v. Therefore, by (8) we have P(x) E Av+1' 
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But then by (3) and Lemma 1 we see that P(x) is the powerset of x 
in (P ,E) • 

PROPOSITION 4. The axiom of Sumset is vaZid in (P ,E) . 

PROOF. Let x be a set of (P,E). Hence 
some v. Therefore by (9) we have. ux E 
Lemma 1 we see that ux is the sumset 

by (3) we have x E Av for 
A . But then by (3) and v 

of x in (P,E). 

PROPOSITION 5. The axiom·of Infinity is valid in (P,E). 

PROOF. The set of all natural numbers w is an ordinal number such 
that ¢ E w and if x E w then (x U {xl) E w. But then by (10) we 

have w E A and hence by (3) we see that w is a set of (P ,E) . w 
Thus, the axiom of Infinity is valid in (P ,E) . 

REMARK 1. In view of Propositions 4 and 5 we see that if x is a 
set of (P,E) then the powerset as well as the sumset of x in 
(P,E) coincides respectively with the powerset and the sumset of 
x in (K,E). 

PROPOSITION 6. The axiom of Choiae is valid in (P,E). 

PROOF. Let d be a disjointed set of (P,E) such that the empty set 
is not an element of d. Then by Lemma 1 we see that d has the 
same properties in (K,E). Since the axiom of Choice is valid in 
(K,E) it follows that d has a choice-set c in (K,E). Clearly, 
c C ud and hence c E P(Ud) in (K,E). But then by Remark 1 we see 

that P(ud) E Av for some v arid thus by (2) we have c E Av' Hence 
the axiom of Choice is valid in (P,E). 

Let us observe that in view of (1) and Definition 2, for every 
set x and y of (P,E) we have 

(11 ) x E Y implies rex) < r(y) 

PROPOSITION 7. The axiom of Regularity is vaZid in (P,E). 

PROOF. Let s be a nonempty set·of (P,E) and let r = min rex), 
xEs 

which exists.(Clearly, s has an element t whose rank is r. But 
then from (-11) it follows that s cannot have an element in com
mon with t. 
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REMARK 2. In view of Propositions 1 to 7 we see that the axiom of 

Regularity is consistent with the remaining six axioms. 

REMARK 3. Let us observe that if a set s of (K,E) is such that 
every element x of s is an element of (P,E) then s itself is an. 

element of (P,E). Indeed, in view of (1) we see that s E Av with 
v = (lub rex)) + 1. 

xEs 

PROPOSITION 8. If the aziom of ReguZarity is vaZid in (K,E) then 

(K,E) coincides with (P,E), i.e., if s is a set of (K;E) then 5 

is a set of (P,E). 

PROOF. Assume on the contrary that s is a set of (K,E) and s is 
not a set of (P,E). Then from Remark 3 'it follows that s has an 

element q such that, q is not a set of (P,E). Similarly, q has an 
element p such that p is not a set of (P,E). Thus, the finite 

descending E-chain 'p E q E s starting with s is such that none of 
the sets occuring in it is a set of (P,E). Let C be the set of 

all those sets which occur in such finite chains. Clearly, C has 
an element in common with every element of itself. But this con

tradicts the hypothesis of Proposition 8. Hence our assumption 
is false and Proposition 8 is proved. 

Next we prove that the axiom of Regularity is independent of the 

six axioms of Exterisionality, Replacement, Powerset, Sumset, Infi
nity and Choice. To this end, we construct a model (K' ,E') in 

which the axiom of Regularity is not valid whereas the above
mentioned six axioms are valid. 

THE MODEL (K' ,E'). As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, 

let (K,E) be a model for the six axioms of Extensionality, 
Replacement, Powerset, Sumset, Infinity and Choice. 

The model (K',E') is defined as follows 

(12) 

and 

the symboZs for the sets in (K',E') are 

ezactZy the symboZs for sets in (K,E) 

(x E' y) if and onZy if 

(1 3) ((x = 0) II (1 E y)) V ((x = 1) II (0 E y)) V (x E (y - { 0 , 1} ) ) 

In other words, 



(14 ) 

(15) 

(16) 

The usual 

Now let us 

have (0 

(1 
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o E' Y if and only if E Y 

E' Y if and only if 0 E Y 

Otherwise. x E' y if and only if x E Y 

defini tions of c' and =' are assumed in (K',E'). 

suppose that'x c' y. Then by (14) , (15) and (16) we 

E x) -+ (1 E' x) ..- (1 E' y) ..- (0 E'Y) 

E x) ..- (0 E' x) -+ (0 E' y) ..- (1 E y) 

(z E (x-{O,1})) ..- (z E' x) .... (z E' y) ..- (z E (y-{O,1})) 

But then 

(1 7) 

and 
(18) 

from the above it follows that 

x C' Y if and only if x C Y 

x =' Y if and only if x = Y 

Thus, inalusion and equality in (K' ,E') are the same as in (K,E). 
Hence instead of c' and =' we may use respectively C and =. 

PROPOSITION 9. The axiom of Regularity is not valid in (K' ,E'). 

PROOF. Since x E 1 if and only if x = 0, we see by (15) that 

x E' 1 if and only if x = 1. Thus, in (K' ,E') the set 1 has one 
and only one element 1. Therefore, in (K',E') the nonempty set 1 

has an element in common with every element of itself. Hence,the 
axiom of Regularity is not valid in (K' ,E'). 

Next, we show that the remaining axioms are valid in (K' ,E'). 
However, we first prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 2. For every set s there exists a set s' suah that 

XES if and only if x E' s' 

and aonversely. 

PROOF. Let us observe that in view of the axioms of Replacement, 
Powerset and Sumset for every set t of (K,E), the sets 

(t-{O}) u {1} and (t-{l}) U {O} 

exist. But then the proof of the lemma follows immediately from 
(1 4), (1 5) ,and (1 6) • 

PROPOSITION 10. The axiom of Extensionality is valid in (K',E'). 
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PROOF. In view of (18) and the fact that the axiom of Exten
sionality is valid in (K,E), it follows from (14), (15) and (16) 
that the axiom of Extensionality is also valid in (K' ,E'). 

NOTATION 2. In what follows we let L(x,y) denote the formula 
given by (13). 

Clearly, 

(19) L(x,y) in (K,E) if and only if (x E' y) in (K' ,E') 

PROPOSITION 11. The axiom of Replacement is valid in (K',E'). 

PROOF. Let s' be a set of (K' ,E') and let F' (x,y) be a binary pr~ 
dicate which is functional in x on s' in (K' ,E').Let F(x,y) be 

the predicate obtained from F' (x,y) by replacing each occurrence 
of (x E' y) by L(x,y). From (19) it follows that F(x,y) in (K,E) 
if and only if F' (x,y) in (K' ,E'). However by Lemma 2 there ex
ists a set s such that xEs if and only if x E' s', implying 
that F(x,y) is functional in x on s in (K,E). Since the axiom of 
Replacement is valid in (K,E), there exists a set m such that for 
all y, 

(y E m) if and only if ~x) ((x E s) A (F(x,y») in (K,E) 

Hence, 

(y Em) if and only if (3X)((x E' s') A (F'(x,y») in (K',E_') 

But then, by Lemma 2, there exists a set m' such that (y E' m') 
if and only if (y Em). Consequently, (y E' m') if and only if 

(3x) cex E' s')/I (F' (x,y») in (K' ,E'). Hence, m' is the desired 
set of the mates under F' (x,y) of the elements of s'. Thus, the 

axiom of Replacement is valid in (K',E'). 

PROPOSITION 12. The axiom of Powerset is valid in (K' ,E'). 

PROOF. Let x be a set of (K' ,E'). Since the Powerset axiom is val 
id in (K,E) the powerset P(x) of x exists in (K,E). But (y E P(x» 
if and only if (y c x). Thus, by Lemma 2 and (17) there exists a 
set P'(x) such that (y E' P' (x» if and only if (y c' x). But then 
P' (x) is the powerset of x in (K' ,E'). Therefore the axiom of Pow
erset is valid in (K' ,E'). 

PROPOSITION 13. The axiom of Sumset is valid in (K' ,E'). 
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PROOF. Let x be a set of (K' ,E') and let w = x- {O, 1}. Since the 
axiom of Sumset is valid in (K,E) the sumset uw of w exists. 
We prove that the axiom of Sumset is valid in (K',E') by show
ing that u'x is the sumset of x in (K' ,E') where 

(20) (z E' u' x) ++ (z E' uw) provided (1 e' x) 

and 
(21) (z E' u'x) ++ ((z E' uw) v (z = 1)) provided (1 E' x) 

First, we show that for every set z 

(22) (z E' UW) ++ (3 y) CCz E' y) A (y E' w)) 

Clearly, since 0 e wand 1 e w we see that 

(23) (0 E' uw) ++ (1 E UW) ++ (3y)CCl E y) A (y E w)) ++ 

++ (3 y)((O E' y) A (y E' w)) 
and 

(24) (1 E' uw) ++ (0 E UW) ++ (3 y) ((0 E y) /I (y E w)) ++ 

++ (3y)((1 E' y) A (y E' w)) 

Also, if z # 0 and z # 1 then 

(25) (z E' uw) ++ (z E uw) ++ (3 y)((z E y) A (y E w)) ++ 

++ (3 y) ((z E' y) A (y E' w)) 

Thus, in view of (23) to (25) we have established (22). 

We note further that since 0 is the void set of (K' ,E') we have 

(26) (3 y)((z E' y) A (y E' x)) ++ 

++ (( 3 y)((z E' y) A (y E' w)) V CCz E' 1) /I (1 E' x))) 

But (20) follows immediately from (22) and (26),and (21) follow.s 
from (22), (26) and the observation that z E' 1 if and only if 
z = 1. Hence, the axiom of Sumset is valid in (K' ,E'). 

PROPOSITION 14. The axiom of , Infinity is vatid in (K' ,E'). 

PROOF. Since the axiom of Infinity is valid in (K,E) the set w 

of natural numbers exists in (K,E). We define a function f from 
w. by f(O) = 0 and 

(27) (z E' f(n+l)) ++ ((z E' fen)) V (z = fen))) 

Let D f[ wl (i. e. XED if and only if x = f (n) for some ele
ment n of w), and let D' be the set such that x E' D' if and 
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only if XED: Clea-r;ly, by Lenuna 2, the set D' exists .. But 0 E' D' 
since 0 E D. Moreover, if x E' D' then x = fen) for some element n 
of wand therefore x U' {x}' = fen) u' {f(n)}'= f(n+l) where {x}' 
and u' have their usual meaning in (K' ,E'). But f(n+l) E D so that 
x u' {x}' = f(n+l) E' D'. Thus, the axiom of Infinity is valid in 
(K',E'). 

PROPOSITION 15. The axiom of Choice is valid in (K' ,E'). 

PROOF. Let d be a disjointed ,set in (K' ,E') such that 0 $.' d. Then 

d is a disjointed set in (K,E) and 1 $. d. We assume, first, that 
Oed. Then, by (13) we have that y E d if and only if y E' d. 
Since the axiom of Choice is valid in (K,E) there i~ a choice-set 
c of d in (K,E). But if 0 E c and 0 E Y for some element y of d 
then E' c and 1 E' y; if 1 E c and 1 E Y for some element y of d 
then 0 E' c and 0 E' y; and if z # 0 and z # 1 and Z E c and Z E Y 
for some element y of d then Z E' c and Z E' y. Thus, c is a 
choice-set for d in (K' ,E'). 
Next, let 0 E d and let c be a choice-set in (K~E) for the set k 
= d - {OJ. By the above, c is a choice-set in (K',E') for k. We 
claim that the set m given by 

(28) (x E m) ++ ((x E c) V (x = 0)) 

is a choice-set for d in (K',E'). To this end we need only show 
that Oft c or that 1 $.' c. Suppose that 1 E' c. Then 1 E' Y for 
some element y of k. But 1 E' 1 and 1 E' d since 0 Eland 0 E d. 
Hence 1 $.' y for every element y of k = d -{OJ, since d is dis
jointed. Consequently, 1 e' c and therefore the set m given by 
(28) is a choice-set of d in (K',E'). Hence, the axiom of Choice 
is valid in (K' ,E'). 
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